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I. Introduction 

Pursuant to subsection 16-108.8 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”), ComEd created 

its Smart Grid test bed (“Test Bed”).  ComEd’s Test Bed objectives support the 

objectives set forth in Section 16-108.8 of the Act.  In addition, ComEd will protect the 

safety and security of its distribution grid and grid operations through the Test Bed Idea 

(“Idea”) selection process, and management of Test Bed Demonstration 

(“Demonstration”) projects. 

ComEd’s Test Bed mission is to facilitate and provide open and unbiased live-

grid opportunities for testing, demonstration, and promotion of innovative Smart Grid 

programs, technologies, business models, services, products, and other Smart Grid-

related activities that may benefit ComEd’s customers. 

ComEd’s Test Bed vision is focused on providing innovative ways to 

demonstrate, in an open and unbiased manner, how working technology actually 

operates in a live utility scale environment. The Test Bed is not intended to provide a lab 

where investigational ideas are tested out; those facilities exist and such tests are not 

appropriate for a live environment.  The Test Bed allows approved Idea Submitters 

(“Submitters”), subject to appropriate protections, to connect technology to the utility 

grid for the purpose of demonstrating that the technology functions as designed.  The 

Test Bed is designed to help validate business models or services by permitting 

demonstration of specific functional aspects of the technology and/or verification that 

services/business models provide the intended results.   

The Test Bed is open to all qualified Submitters.  ComEd envisions a diverse 

group of qualified Submitters that may consist of scientific, technical, entrepreneurial, 
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innovative, and non-technical Idea stakeholders.  Ideas may come from a variety of 

sources including, but not limited to: the Illinois Science and Energy Innovation Trust 

(“Energy Foundry”), ComEd’s own employees, professional organizations, universities, 

technology partners, and other ComEd stakeholders.  By opening the Test Bed to a 

diverse group of stakeholders, ComEd will provide live-grid opportunities to as many 

Test Bed Demonstrations as reasonably feasible.   

Accordingly, this report summarizes the Test Bed activities, discoveries, and other 

information deemed mutually relevant from January 1, 2015, through March 31, 2015 as 

described in subsection (i) of Section 16-108.8 of the Act. 

 

II. Test Bed Ideas Received During the Reporting Period 

Following are the Ideas that ComEd received during the current reporting period for 

Test Bed demonstrations, with a technology description and the current status of each. 

Energy Vault 

Energy Vault proposed an dea to integrate battery storage with renewable generation, 

and monetizing electric vehicle (EV) transportation using vehicle-to –grid energy flow.  

The Idea has two desired objectives: 1) demonstrate EV charging management based 

upon energy resource availability using a signal to start/stop/modulate EV charging;  2) 

simulate management of vehicle-to-grid energy flow using a control signal.  ComEd has 

held initial discussions with Energy Vault about its submitted Idea.   Energy Vault’s Idea 

is currently under review and coordination is ongoing for Test Bed consideration.     
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Athena Power, Inc 

Athena Power proposed an Idea on its next generation sensor for real time underground 

remote monitoring and fault detection.  The sensor is self-powered, weather-proof, and 

can communicate to an external radio via DNP3 protocol.  The sensor can be used for 

subsurface or pad-mounted transformers or switchgear, sectionalizing cabinets, junction 

boxes, and splices.  Athena Power’s submitted Idea is currently under review and 

coordination is ongoing for Test Bed consideration.     

Gridco Systems 

Gridco proposed an Idea to regulate voltage on secondary lines of 120/240 volts 

through its technology.  The technology consists of three components: 1) in-line power 

regulator (IPR) hardware; 2) distributed grid controller (DGC) communication 

equipment; and 3) grid management and analytics platform (GMAP) software.  The 

technology solution claims benefits in energy efficiency, demand reduction, and service 

reliability.  Gridco Systems’ technology is currently being tested at the Illinois Institute of 

Technology’s CSMART Lab, and its submitted Idea is currently under review for Test 

Bed consideration. 

QinetiQ 

QinetiQ proposed an Idea for its “bird on a wire” voltage and current sensor technology.  

The bird on a wire is a grid sensing and monitoring technology that measures voltage 

up to 36kV and line current.  Some of the applications it can be used for include theft 

detection, grid automation, voltage and power measurements, fault detection and 

outage management, asset management, and green energy/renewable integration.  
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QinetiQ’s submitted Idea is currently under review and coordination is ongoing for Test 

Bed consideration.     

 

III. Current Demonstration Projects 

Following are summaries of current technology demonstration projects at ComEd.  The 

list represents projects from a variety of internal and external sources, spanning multiple 

technology areas.  Each project summary includes a symbol designating the current 

stage of development. 

List of stage development symbols:  

New Idea Stage:  Ideas are received and an initial review is conducted to seek 

clarification on the idea, and determine applicability of the technology for the ComEd 

system. 

Analysis/Planning Stage:  Internal subject matter experts work closely with the idea 

owner (or Applicant), to develop a Demonstration Plan, which includes the 

demonstration objectives and key functions of the technology to be tested, as well as 

the scope of work (“SOW”), success metrics and associated costs.   

Demonstration Stage:  The technology is installed/constructed, and demonstrated on 

ComEd’s grid in accordance with the Demonstration Plan and/or Project Agreement.  

 

GlidePath, LLC  

During the first quarter of 2014, ComEd received and approved one new Test Bed 

Application from GlidePath Power, LLC.  GlidePath is currently developing three 20MW 

battery storage facilities within the ComEd footprint of PJM.  These facilities are 
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intended to participate in the PJM frequency regulation market and will be located in 

McHenry, West Chicago, and Joliet, respectively.  Construction is projected to be 

complete in 2015.  Along with participating in the PJM regulation market, GlidePath 

expressed an interest to demonstrate certain grid support capabilities in ComEd’s Test 

Bed, namely: 

• Distributed fast frequency control; 

• Smart inverter functionality and capability to limit impacts of the battery facilities on 

grid equipment (e.g., substations); and 

• Distributed dynamic volt/VAR support, and how this can co-exist with the frequency 

control noted above 

Based on the specific grid support capabilities listed above, ComEd accepted 

GlidePath’s Test Bed application.   Since that time, GlidePath sold its three facilities, 

and ComEd will explore the potential for a Test Bed demonstration with the new 

owners. 

 

Power Delivery Products (“PDP”) 

PDP proposed a demonstration of a “Smart Load Tracker” fault detection solution that 

PDP  is currently developing for underground pad-mount applications.   
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A key feature of this technology is its capability to provide remote notification via 

ComEd’s two-way wireless mesh network.  The solution is designed to cost-effectively 

reduce customer outage response times, and is particularly applicable for underground 

direct buried cable “loop schemes”, which can include up to 20 pad-mount transformers 

and cable sections.  The Smart Load Tracker solution provides intelligent identification 

and real-time reporting of underground cable faults, as well as information to improve 

ongoing monitoring of distribution lines.  A key capability that will be demonstrated in the 

Test Bed is real-time notification of cable faults and communications via the Silver 

Spring communications network.  After scoping discussions were held in Q1 of 2015, 

PDP is exploring further innovations to better align the Smart Load Tracker solution with 

the application scenarios discussed for single phase underground residential distribution 

(“URD”) loops. ComEd and PDP are currently developing the scope and schedule for 

the demonstration, which is expected to begin during the third quarter of this year. 
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Superconductor Development 

ComEd and American Superconductor (“AMSC”) recently agreed to participate with the 

Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) in its Resilient Electric Grid Program 

Developing plans to deploy high temperature superconductor cable in Chicago’s central 

business district (“CBD”).  This DHS program is designed to provide protection against 

the catastrophic effects resulting from the loss of critical substation facilities by allowing 

the sharing of capacity of nearby substations that cannot typically be accomplished 

through conventional means. 

                      

The superconductor cable would 

interconnect five key electrical substations 

in the city and provide enhanced security 

and redundancy to critical infrastructure. 

Given the significant level of external 

funding and the size and scale of the 

project, one of the project goals is to significantly reduce the cost of manufacturing the 

superconductor cables.  

In addition to providing reliable power and increased security, this installation of more 

than three miles of superconductor cable would create the most extensive 

superconductor technology infrastructure in the world. ComEd's transformation of our 

business relies heavily on technology and innovation. In this era of increasingly intense 

weather events and other potential catastrophic occurrences, this project will not only 
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support the City of Chicago but can serve as a model to enable widespread 

implementation of the superconductor technology nationally and globally. 

ComEd and AMSC are currently in the midst of a feasibility study to determine operation 

and deployment viability.  Target completion of the feasibility study is third quarter 2015. 

 

Fuel Cell Demonstration  

ComEd is working with Toshiba to showcase the first 

implementation of a Toshiba fuel cell in the United States. 

The initial Toshiba Ene-Farm unit, originally designed for 

residential applications in Japan, is being planned for 

installation at Brookfield Zoo, to provide power and heated 

water to the Zoo’s Stingray Bay exhibit.  The 

demonstration will help ComEd and Toshiba to 

better understand the operation and applicability of 

the technology in the U.S., and the exhibit will serve 

to educate the public on fuel cell technology.  The 

fuel cell exhibit is being finalized in preparation for a 

grand opening at the Zoo in June, 2015. 
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Microgrid Development  

In support of President Obama's 

Climate Action Plan and the 

Administration’s commitment to 

improve national power grid 

resiliency, the U.S. Department of 

Energy (“DOE”) awarded more than 

$8 million for microgrid controller 

related R&D projects to help cities and towns better prepare for extreme weather events 

and other potential electricity disruptions.   

In September 2014, ComEd was selected by the DOE to  

develop and test a commercial grade master controller that could drive the operations of 

clusters of two or more microgrids. ComEd’s project was the only utility led effort to 

receive DOE funding. ComEd has assembled a group of leading science and 

technology partners, including Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois Institute of 

Technology (“IIT”), OSIsoft, Quanta Technologies, S&C 

Electric, and University of Denver. With its partners, 

ComEd kicked-off the controller development effort in 

November 2014. The project is scheduled to be completed 

in August 2016.   

As part of the controller R&D effort, ComEd is in the midst 

of evaluating Chicago’s Bronzeville neighborhood, 

adjacent to IIT’s existing microgrid, potentially for its first 
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microgrid installation. The microgrid would also demonstrate all the capabilities of the 

clustered microgrid controller – under development. ComEd’s proposed microgrid 

includes a diverse mix of facilities and critical loads, including police headquarters, 

major transportation infrastructure, healthcare facilities, educational facilities,  and 

private residences.  To date ComEd has submitted five sub-task reports to the DOE as 

part of the grant deliverables. The reports have concentrated on evaluating the 

Bronzeville neighborhood in terms of loading and potential for generation installation for 

purposes of a microgrid.     

 

Nanogrids:  AC/DC Hybrid Systems  

ComEd, IIT, Argonne National lab, DOE, 

Emerge Alliance, and Starline DC 

Solutions are partnering to develop a 

hybrid nanogrid for IIT’s Keating Hall. 

This effort is funded through a U.S. DOE 

grant. Nanogrids are a sub-category of 

microgrids, generally supplying power to a single building or load. Hybrid nanogrids 

include both alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) circuitry. As their name 

suggest, nanogrids are generally much smaller than conventional microgrids. DC loads, 

such as data centers, electric vehicle charging stations, and LED lighting, together with 

proliferation of DC-based distributed generation and energy storage are likely to 

reshape power distribution.  
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The Keating Hall nanogrid will incorporate photovoltaic generation, energy storage, LED 

lighting, and power electronic based conversion equipment. The main drivers for hybrid 

nanogrid development are: 1) DC based PV assets installed on the rooftop;  2) reduced 

conversion losses, through centralized energy conversion; and 3) LED lighting solutions 

for more efficient and controllable lighting for the building.   

The overall goal of the project is to learn about integrating the AC and DC systems for a 

building-scale nanogrid solution. The learnings from this small demonstration could 

enable ComEd to apply these technologies in future microgrid and nanogrid 

deployments. The project does not only include installation of new technology, but 

applying that technology to robust integration of renewables and improved energy 

efficiency. The project is progressing on schedule; rooftop solar panels and the energy 

storage system for the nanogrid system were installed in February 2015.  

 

Smart LED Streetlights 

ComEd is evaluating opportunities to offer smart LED streetlight service to the 

communities we serve. The solution would leverage the wireless mesh communications 

network that is currently being built as part of our smart meter deployment  The 

ubiquitous nature of the network allows us to reach all areas of the ComEd territory, 

extracting additional value from the smart grid investments ComEd is already making. 
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A smart streetlight control node would be installed on each light fixture.  The control 

node include the same wireless radios in ComEd’s smart meters, allowing it to 

communicate on the same mesh radio network as our smart meters.  Each control node 

also includes revenue grade metrology, enabling improved accounting for energy 

usage, and potential further energy reductions through functions such as streetlight 

dimming. 

The web-based streetlight management software enables the creation of portals for 

various users with specific functionality sets (e.g., emergency responders, maintenance 

personnel, event management).  Streetlights can be controlled via pre-set schedules or 

an ad-hoc basis, either individually or as groups. 

A smart LED streetlight solution leveraging ComEd’s smart meter communications 

network offer a variety of benefits.  The highly-efficient, longer-lasting LED fixtures with 

remote control & monitoring, significantly increase energy savings and reduce 

maintenance costs, while improving security and safety through fewer light failures and 

greater resiliency to damage.  Also, the web portals for police and emergency 

responders enable lights to be controlled on demand in the event of an emergency. 

The network itself creates a platform for a wide array of potential future sensors (e.g., 

weather, traffic, air quality); and measurement devices such as water meters.   

In Q4 2014, ComEd initiated a pilot demonstration of smart LED streetlights in two 

communities it serves – Bensenville and 

Lombard.  During Q1 2015, approximately 750 

smart LED fixtures were installed, collectively, 

between the two municipalities.  Each fixture is 
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equipped with a newly developed CIMCON brand control node.  The demonstration will 

also include the provision of streetlight management software to the two municipalities, 

enabling them with direct control and monitoring capability over the streetlights.  As of 

the writing of this report, all pilot and software has been deployed, and authorized 

personnel from the pilot municipalities have been trained on use of the streetlight 

management software.  The results of the pilot will be used to inform decisions on 

deploying the technology on a broader scale.  Expected learnings include costs and 

benefits, impacts to smart meter network operation, streetlight management software 

usability, and operational considerations. 

 
Smart FAA Warning Lights 

Three new poles installed in downtown Dixon are being 

equipped with new LED FAA warning lights due to the 

proximity of the poles to a nearby hospital heliport.  The new 

lights are equipped with a communication panel that leverages 

ComEd’s wireless mesh communications network to provide 

real-time status of the lights.  When a failure is indicated, the communications panel 

communicates this to ComEd’s SCADA system, and sends texts and emails to 

appropriate personnel so issues can be addressed promptly. Additionally, loss of power 

to the system, or a communications failure will trigger an alarm.  ComEd is currently 

exploring opportunities to streamline the design of the smart FAA warning lights by 

integrating the same control node being used in its smart streetlight pilot to reduce 

equipment and installation costs. 
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Pedestal Communications Relay 

ComEd engineers recently developed an innovative solution to a 

significant operational challenge.  When designing and building 

the distribution automation (“DA”) radio communications 

networks, it is not unusual to encounter a situation where 

traditional standards and methods are insufficient.  

DA radio communications relay equipment is traditionally 

installed only on overhead facilities. These relay radios may take 

the form of pole top antennas, lighting brackets or even 

decorative streetlights. However, each installation requires an 

overhead structure for mounting both the radio and antenna 

hardware.  

In the past, ComEd has identified multiple situations where 

existing overhead standards cannot be utilized. This is most 

often caused by:  

• No existing overhead infrastructure in the general area (underground subdivision)  

• Distribution poles not owned by ComEd  

• Installation of a new pole is not feasible 

• Utility easement is only provisioned for underground facilities  

The above conditions present significant challenges to designing efficient, cost-effective 

radio installations.  In certain cases, no feasible solution existed.  
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Two of ComEd’s own engineers developed 

an innovative solution to solve the problem 

by creating ground-based radio repeater 

using a conventional three-phase pedestal. 

This chassis, commonly used within the 

company, is very rigid and can be installed 

within underground easements.  

The pedestal is used to house all of the 

conventional overhead radio equipment. 

This equipment is simply mounted and installed inside the box using all of the standard 

mounting hardware used to attach a relay and bracket to a wood pole.  The benefits 

include:  

• Enclosure, radio, and hardware are all existing items within ComEd stores  

• Time to assemble and install is less than pole-based solutions  

• Cost is less than setting poles or adding relays  

• Any maintenance can be performed from ground level  

• Secondary enclosure is less intrusive than 40’ pole  

• Resembles a standard three phase pedestal  

• Unit does not need concrete pad and can be relocated if needed  

• Very safe to install, operate and maintain  

• Has been deployed twice as a solution for AMI communications that could not been 

resolved with traditional overhead construction 

• Can be used as both a relay and an Access Point. 
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• Has opportunities resolve communications issues in other smart grid applications 

The pedestal communications relay has proven to be effective and cost-beneficial.  

ComEd has applied for a U.S. patent for this innovative new technological solution. 

 

Smart Meter Connected Devices 

ComEd’s recently developed Smart Meter Connected Devices (“SMCD”) service 

enables residential customers to receive electricity usage and cost information, and in 

some instances messages and alerts, through a smart device that is wirelessly 

connected to and can communicate with the ComEd smart meter installed at their 

home.  With access to more information about their electricity use, customers can make 

changes that can help them manage electric bills. 

 

A SMCD participant can purchase any smart device in retail that meets program 

requirements, register the devices with ComEd, and ComEd will wirelessly connect the 

devices to the ComEd smart meter at their residence.  The types of devices that qualify 

for the program include: 

• In-Home Displays (“IHDs”): IHDs have the ability to display electricity-usage and 

cost information available from smart meters.  IHD features may also provide access 

to time of day, price and cost of electricity, as well as text messages.  This 
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information appears on the digital display of the device shortly after electricity is 

used.  Some IHDs display energy costs (Price * Usage) based on the fixed-price 

electricity supply rate from ComEd or other electric suppliers as well as ComEd 

delivery rates.  

• Energy Management Devices: These devices can take multiple forms, but are 

most commonly a Programmable Controllable Thermostat.  Some Energy 

Management Devices have features similar to IHDs, with additional capabilities that 

allow you to actively manage electricity usage such as providing notification of 

unusual periods of high electricity use. 

• Other Devices: Smart appliances, range extenders (which boost or extend your Wi-

Fi signal) and internet gateways are examples of other smart devices that may be 

capable of receiving information from smart meters. 

 

Bidgely HomeBeat™ Pilot 

ComEd recently announced a pilot with Bidgely, a leading 

energy analytics Software as a Service (“SaaS”) provider 

serving utility customers to test Bidgely’s new HomeBeat™ 

Energy Monitor and Web & Mobile engagement solution with ComEd customers.  

ComEd is one of the first utilities to offer this technology to customers, which will provide 

them with personalized energy reports detailing how and when they use energy in their 

home.   
During the pilot, 250 participants will be selected to receive the HomeBeat Energy 

Monitor, which will allow participants to connect directly to their ComEd smart meter and 
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provide real-time data to the Bidgely cloud. An additional 2,500 participants will receive 

access to Bidgely’s HomeBeat Web & Mobile platform, which utilizes information 

collected and sent over the ComEd smart meter network to Bidgely’s cloud. The pilot is 

expected to launch in late spring 2015 and run for approximately six months. 

Bidgely’s HomeBeat platform will provide personalized appliance-level insights through 

the company’s disaggregation-based solution. This technology will empower customers 

to take specific actions that will help them save energy. The inclusion of Bidgely’s 

HomeBeat Energy Monitor enables ComEd to offer real-time energy insights, such as 

high-usage alerts via mobile push notifications within minutes of use. 

 
ComEd is one of the first utilities to offer Bidgely’s new suite of HomeBeat products that 

include:  

• HomeBeat Web & Mobile app:  Enhanced 

mobile app that provides real-time notifications 

and insights around energy use and puts the 

ability to make smarter decisions about energy 

in the palm of the customer’s hand.  

• HomeBeat Energy Monitor:  Simple and 

affordable in-home gateway that syncs smart 

meter data with Bidgely’s cloud to enable real-

time energy insights.  

 

Nest Learning ThermostatTM Pilot 
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During the summer of 2014 ComEd partnered with 

Nest Labs, Inc to offer up to $140 in rebates for 

customers who purchased a Nest Learning 

ThermostatTM and participated in ComEd’s Smart Ideas 

Central Air Conditioning (“AC”) Cycling Pilot program.  

Customers received a $100 rebate from ComEd for 

signing up to participate in the pilot that features  Nest’s Rush Hour RewardsTM(RHR), 

and an additional $40 rebate for participating in the pilot all summer.  RHR events only 

occurred from June 1st thru September 30th, 2014 at ComEd.  ComEd has extended 

the pilot program to allow customers with Nest or Comcast thermostats to receive a $40 

incentive for participation from June 1st thru September 30th, 2015. 

The Nest Thermostat facilitates automated changes to customer’s individual schedules 

to drive energy savings called the “Seasonal Savings Program”.  ComEd will measure 

the amount of energy efficiency benefits to customers from the Seasonal Savings 

program for a full year from 6/1/2014 to 5/31/2015.  

Demand Response Programs such as AC Cycling 

can use Nest’s RHR service to help reduce 

electricity demand on the hottest days of the 

summer.  With ComEd’s AC Cycling pilot, Nest 

sends a wireless signal over the customer’s Wi-Fi in 

their home to the Nest thermostat to adjust the 

customer’s air conditioner, automatically helping them reduce electric demand during 

peak periods.  
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With Nest’s RHRs program a customer’s thermostat temperature is automatically 

adjusted around rush hours events.  During a rush hour event the customer’s air 

conditioner can be controlled by the thermostat to pre-cool the home before the event 

and can let the temperature raise a few degrees during the event.  This helps reduce 

the electric demand of the home during rush hour events while still keeping customers 

comfortable.  Customers can override the temperature during an event if they become 

uncomfortable by simply changing the setting on the thermostat. 

As part of ComEd’s AMI rollout, customers with smart meters will be able to participate 

in ComEd’s Peak Time Savings (“PTS”) Program during the 2015 summer months.  

Some of the customers that sign up for the PTS Program can participate in a Direct 

Load Control (“DLC”) Pilot that will leverage a PCT device similar to the Nest device 

used in 2014.  The experience of the Nest Thermostat Pilot in 2014 and 2015 will 

directly benefit ComEd’s efforts to operate their DLC Pilot in 2015 and shape future 

residential demand response programs.   

 

Root3 

ComEd has contracted with Root3 for a one-year pilot of its Balance energy 

management system (“EMS”) at four industrial/large commercial locations.  The 

Balance tool uses big data and predictive analytics to optimize energy operations and 

enable strategic energy planning at chilled water, steam, cogeneration, and compressed 

air plants (also referred to as Central Plants).   
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Balance has a step-by-step guidance system that updates based on ambient conditions 

and helps operators eliminate waste and improve their productivity and dispatch 

consistency across shifts.  Algorithms in Balance continuously track operational 

efficiency and effectiveness.  This makes it easier to identify bottlenecks and 

continuously improve energy operations.  Balance also brings together data from a 

site’s existing energy management system and plant process control systems, and 

combines it with information on weather, energy prices, operational constraints, 

business constraints and goals. It uses algorithms to continuously predict the safest, 

most reliable, and most cost-effective way to run a plant.  In this aspect, Balance is very 

much like a navigational system, guiding users to Lean Energy Operations. 

Another advantage of Balance is that it requires no capital investment to deploy – it 

uses data from a plant’s existing sensors and meters. 

To date, ComEd has two of four locations secured for the pilot.  The other two open 

locations are being pursued by ComEd and Root3.    
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IV. Smart Grid Collaboration 

At ComEd, we recognize that great innovations come from engaging forward-thinking 

individuals with a broad diversity of perspectives, experiences, and expertise.  That’s 

why we’re forging key relationships with industry leaders, technology accelerators, 

universities and others, to further encourage the development of new and innovative 

grid-related products and services by entrepreneurs.  Following are a few examples of 

key collaborative relationships and events that ComEd has established to seek out – 

and celebrate - innovation.  

Annual ComEd Technical and Networking Engineering Conference 

This past February, more than 400 ComEd 

engineers and other interested stakeholders 

gathered for the 14th Annual ComEd Technical and 

Networking Engineering Conference. During the 

conference, participants enjoyed the day 

celebrating the engineering profession and 

ComEd engineering successes. The day was 

themed around leadership, innovation, and 

collaboration. The conference included 

leadership participation, an executive session with 

presentations from key leaders in ComEd’s 

Technical Services, Electric Operations, and 

Legal/Regulatory organizations. Exelon President 

and CEO Christopher Crane, ComEd President and 
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CEO Anne Pramaggiore, ComEd COO and EVP Terry Donnelly, and other members of 

the ComEd senior team were present and actively participated in the conference. 

Keynote speaker Dr. Damir Novosel, Quanta Services president, discussed industry 

trends and innovation,  including a discussion of what the “utility of the future” might look 

like. A key component of the conference was the exhibit hall, which displayed over 40 

demonstrations of ComEd engineering innovations. One exhibit provided insight 

towards ComEd’s implementation of independent high speed fiber communication 

network for relay and protection and SCADA communications assuring improved 

reliability and service to customers. Another exhibit demonstrated innovative mitigation 

of a potentially catastrophic situation of a 19th Century water main below a ComEd 

substation.  

Energy Foundry 

ComEd continues to support the Energy Foundry in its 

mission to foster innovative new grid-related and 

energy-related products and services. ComEd’s vice 

president of smart grid and engineering holds weekly 

office hours at the Foundry’s Coalition Space in 

downtown Chicago to talk face-to-face with 

entrepreneurs and provide the utility perspective as they develop new ideas.  The 

pipeline continues to be robust, with applications received that span across a diverse 

range of business sectors and development stages such as gas, water, energy storage, 

transportation, generation, power electronics, building technology and infrastructure.  To 

date, the Energy Foundry has made investments in the following companies: 
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Investments during Q1 

• Digital H2O: They are a software and analytics platform that enables cost-effective 

and sustainable use of water in energy processes.  Their innovative, data-driven 

platform simplifies and advances water management in fragmented supply chains, 

and promotes the sustainable use of water resources in energy production.  

Prior active investments: 

• EDCS Power: They are a DC-based Uninterruptible Power System (UPS) 

technology that provides the missing link to convert data centers to DC power, and 

creates a path to commercializing DC microgrids and direct integration of 

renewables. 

• Root 3:  An integrated software decision tool to help Central Utility Plants with $1M - 

$10M in energy spend optimize their decision-making, enabling them to meet energy 

demands with the lowest fuel and capital spend.  They have a development path that 

includes smart controls and integrated demand response. 

• Intellihot:  A tankless water heater that targets the commercial market (i.e., hotels, 

restaurants, etc.).  Achieves savings in energy and installation costs, while 

enhancing reliability.  They have a development path that includes combined heat 

and power. 

• SiNode:  An early stage advanced materials company developing the next 

generation of lithium-ion batteries, with a core focus on silicon-graphene anode 

technology.  

• GlidePath:  Developing next-generation power resources, including grid-scale 

energy storage, using cutting-edge technologies and strategies. 
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CSMART Laboratory at IIT 

Built with the support of IIT, ComEd, Silver 

Spring Networks and West Monroe Partners, 

CSMART is one of the first of its kind to bring 

together academic, industry and utility experts to 

provide a fully-functional test environment for 

smart grid and smart city technology.  

CSMART provides the platform to conduct a 

wide range of smart grid and smart city R&D analysis projects. Some of the initial state-

of-the-art demos include: 

• Smart street lights operational testing – Intelligent and adaptive networked street 

lights can reduce operating and maintenance and energy costs by 75 percent 

through LED lights that are controlled and connected by a network. The software 

helps provide scheduling, remote on/off and dimming features as well as outage 

detection notification for faster repairs to ensure the safety of citizens and the 

community. Smart street lighting networks can also establish a platform upon which 

additional smart city applications can be deployed.   

• Street Light Smart Applications - Exploring and developing an application integrating 

the campus 911 emergency call buttons with the smart streetlights that enables 

control of streetlights based on activation of 911 call button.  The key research 

component is how to intelligently and precisely correlate the streetlights with an 

external information source. 
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• Cyber-security Evaluation of the IIT Smart Streetlight Project - Conducting a 

complete cyber-security evaluation of the prototype system currently installed in the 

CSMART lab to discover potential vulnerabilities in the smart streetlight system, and 

investigating means to eliminate or mitigate them. 

• Distributed Energy Resource Management – ConnecttheGridTM – cloud-based 

application that provides work-flow management and an online dashboard for utilities 

to manage distributed generation application approvals, including roof top solar, as 

well as providing asset tracking, reporting and forecasting. 

• Data analytics and real time interactive dashboard - smart-grid communications 

networks are used to monitor operations and collect data from throughout IIT’s 

electric microgrid in order to optimize electrical efficiency of the system and predict 

faults prior to their occurrence. 

• (GRIDCO) “Advanced Distribution Automation: In-Line Power Regulator (IPR)” – 

Initially testing and demonstrating two use cases that are relevant to the utility 

business: Conservation Voltage Reduction (“CVR”) and detection of technical and 

non-technical losses.  If tests are successful, this will demonstrate not only the 

Gridco Systems product but also the concept of distributed local control for the 

distribution grid using Smart Meters and Bridges on the Silver Spring 

communications network.  Other applications include distributed power factor control 

and distributed harmonic mitigation, which will be tested in later phases of the 

project. 

• IIT Single Line-diagram – mapping the IIT Micro-grid - Utilizing OSIsoft’s PI 

ProcessBook to create a live updating one line diagram that condenses the 
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microgrid data into one easily accessible location for IIT facilities members and 

for faculty and student research. Stores historical microgrid data at 5 second 

intervals in condensed and easily searchable form for analysis and adds real-

time notifications to microgrid assets to inform facilities and faculty of changing 

statuses around the campus. 

• OSIsoft Asset Framework (“AF”) Template project - Creating a Common interface 

model (“CIM”) for the campus microgrid including solar, battery storage, 

Cogeneration, wind, as well as relay and protection. This model will serve as an 

input to a CIM translator into OSIsoft’s Hierarchical data management software. 

The CIM translator has the added benefit of automatically creating PI tags (data 

points in the PI system) which removes many man-hours of configuration. 

 
SmartGridExchange™ 

The mission of the SmartGridExchange™ is to seek out, 

foster, and execute pilots and innovative products and 

relationships. Through the SmartGridExchange™, ComEd is 

starting the process of co-designing the future of electricity 

with companies interested in developing smart grid-enabled 

products and services.  These include enabling third parties to 

develop new products and services that leverage the smart 

grid investments ComEd is already making; working with 
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select developers who bring demonstrated value to customers; and giving our 

customers a convenient portal from which they can learn about new and developing 

energy products and services. 

Programs and technology demonstrations already underway through the 

SmartGridExchange™ include the following: 

• Through ongoing ideation sessions, the SmartGridExchange™ has already become 

the birthplace of multiple new technology demonstrations, such as Smart Meter 

Connected Devices, Bidgely, Nest Learning ThermostatTM, and Root3 described in 

the Current Demonstration Projects section above.  

• ComEd, in partnership with Silver Spring Networks (NYSE: SSNI) and Accenture, 

hosted its SmartGridExchange™ Forum, bringing together leading technology and 

innovation companies, including Oracle, Nest Labs, Home Depot, GE Energy, and 

the Energy Foundry, with other customer and stakeholder organizations, including 

the City of Chicago, Citizens Utility Board and Smart Grid Consumer Collaborative, 

to discuss how to leverage the smart grid to deliver increased value to consumers. 

• Student Innovation Contest – In May 

(2014), ComEd launched its new “Student 

Innovation Contest”, which tasks college 

students with creating innovative smart 

meter related products, services or 

software apps that will help empower low-income customers to use their home’s 

smart meter to manage their electric bill and save energy. Forty four (44) student 
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and teams entered, and the top five formally presented their ideas to a panel of 

industry experts in October for a share of $10,000. 

EPRI Smart Thermostats Collaboration 

Advances in technology have led to the development of a new generation of 

programmable communicating thermostats that hold the potential for energy and 

demand savings at a relatively low cost to electric and gas utility customers. 

Known as “smart thermostats”, these control 

devices for space conditioning systems have 

capabilities beyond just allowing the 

customer to program temperatures for 

different times of the day and days of the 

week. They allow customers to remotely 

program their thermostat, often via internet-

enabled devices (such as a PC or mobile device) with a consumer-friendly user 

interface. They enable two-way communication of data outside the building premises 

(either built-in or expandable), including indoor temperature data, operational 

sequence of space conditioning equipment and so on. They can also be adapted to 

receive demand response event signals from utilities. 

Industry experience has shown that customer acceptance and usability can be key 

drivers to a thermostat’s energy or demand reduction potential. Given that smart 

thermostats may offer better customer usability due to their remote programming 

capability, the objective of this project is to evaluate their energy and demand 

savings impacts, as well as how customers perceive and use them. 
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In 2014, Exelon Utilities joined the Electric Power Research Institute’s (“EPRI”) 

Evaluating Smart Thermostats' Impact on Energy Efficiency and Demand Response 

project which is being executed under EPRI’s program 182, Understanding Electric 

Utility Customer.  Presently, ComEd has a two thermostat pilot underway and joining 

the EPRI effort will provide the opportunity to not only share the learnings from our 

own pilots, but to learn from the pilots that are being conducted by nine other utilities 

participating in this project.  Additionally, EPRI will serve as a third party for 

evaluation, measurement and verification (EM&V) of each member pilot’s ability to 

achieve established objectives. New learnings for the industry and the public will 

come about through collaboration and conducting pilot projects to evaluate the 

capabilities of various vendors and technology. 
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